Digital transformation is no longer optional in business today. Across every industry, companies are transforming manual processes into digital workflows. But one of the big challenges of digital transformation is content management. How and where do you securely store all those files that contain mission-critical corporate data, agreements, and intellectual property? And how do you make sure those files flow seamlessly across the various departments, processes, and systems that run your business?

Adobe Document Cloud and Box have teamed up to help enterprises organize, manage, and collaborate on their most valuable content. Box is an enterprise platform that makes it easy to share ideas, collaborate, and get work done faster by providing secure content management in the cloud. Today, 59% of the Fortune 500 use Box to manage content. Document Cloud helps organizations replace paper processes with digital document workflows. It includes Acrobat DC and Adobe Sign to add powerful document editing, sharing, and approval capabilities to the systems your company uses every day. Now Adobe Document Cloud and Box work hand-in-hand to help your organization accelerate workflows, shorten review cycles, and be more efficient.

Maximize productivity across your organization.

From sales and HR to legal and procurement, documents are critical to every workflow across your company. And many of those documents are PDFs. Now it’s easier than ever to work seamlessly between Box and Document Cloud to manage all your PDF files:

- Open any PDF stored in Box directly in Acrobat or Acrobat Reader.
- Add edits or annotations and automatically save those changes back in Box.
- Slash review cycles and easily find the latest version of any document.
- Easily share PDFs inside and outside your organization, while ensuring that only the right people have access to your documents with identity authentication.
Accelerate business with e-signatures.
Nothing slows down a contract more than handwritten signatures. With Adobe and Box integration, every department across your organization can directly send documents stored in Box for approval with trusted Adobe e-signatures using Adobe Sign. Simply choose the desired document in Box, and select Sign With Adobe from the context-sensitive menu. Add multiple recipients and even specify where to automatically store the approved documents in Box.

Signers receive an email letting them know the document is ready for approval, and they can sign in just a few clicks without installing any software. Monitor your documents throughout the approval process with real-time tracking and audit trails. And even set up customized workflows to specify different approval chains for different types of documents. Now your company can collect signatures in minutes, instead of hours or days, directly from Box.

Extend your mobile reach.
The teams you support need to be able to work from anywhere. With Document Cloud and Box integration, it’s easy to access, collaborate on, and share PDFs from any mobile device. It’s also a breeze to send documents for approval or sign them from anywhere. Robust security from Adobe and Box protects your critical information, so you can be sure that the right people can access the right documents at the right time—all from their desktop, smartphone, or tablet.

A solution for everyone.
Each department within your company has different needs. But Document Cloud and Box work together to help everyone accelerate their workflows:

- **Sales**: Speed time to revenue with faster approvals of quotes and contracts.
- **HR**: Onboard employees faster by automating NDAs, accelerating offer letter approvals, and digitizing new hire paperwork.
- **Purchasing**: Streamline creation and approval of SOWs and purchase orders.
- **Marketing**: Create, collaborate on, and share marketing assets and sales tools in less time.
- **Legal**: Create, edit, and approve legal documents on the fly, on any device.

Why Adobe and Box.
Adobe has been a trusted leader and innovator in secure digital document technology for more than 20 years. That’s why organizations of all sizes rely on Document Cloud to transform their document workflows and accelerate their business. And Box has been providing a secure enterprise content collaboration platform that integrates with sophisticated business processes since 2005. Today, more than 41 million users and 59,000 businesses depend on Box to manage and share files. Together these two leaders are making digital document management an effortless experience with unprecedented integration between their indispensable solutions.